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Avnet Riverbed
CASE STUDY

Elevation Marketing helps premier solutions distributor 
Avnet Technology Solutions reengineer and boost channel 
partner performance with gamification incentive.



BACKGROUND 

High-Tech 
Distributor 
Harnesses 
Kentucky Derby 
for Rapid Reseller 
Revenue Boost

 

Avnet and Riverbed sought  

a high-touch program that  

would provide an opportunity  

to meet face-to-face with  

value-added resellers.

In the crowded and very competitive world of high technology sales, distributors 
need creative solutions to stand out. While most use rebates, discounts and bonuses 
to reward salespeople and resellers, Avnet Technology Solutions wanted to elevate 
itself from a mere vendor to a trusted business partner for high-tech manufacturers.

Avnet executives wanted help creating a sales incentive program supported by an 
integrated marketing campaign, in concert with Riverbed Technology, Inc. that 
would engage resellers at various levels. Riverbed is a high-growth industry leader 
in application performance infrastructure with a complete platform for location-
independent computing. With annual sales of $1 billion, Riverbed partnered 
with Avnet to power growth in an increasingly complex high-tech environment. 

Avnet Technology Solutions, a division of Avnet, Inc., achieved $2.6 billion 
in sales, but increased industry competition flattened the growth of its North 
American sales. Avnet executives knew a stepped-up collaboration with a 
fast-growing industry leader could help advance U.S. revenues. They also knew 
carefully crafted partner programs, incentives and events could provide significant 
competitive differentiation. Avnet knew from experience that managing a 
distributor incentive program was no small undertaking, and would require a robust 
infrastructure for tracking and monitoring participation in addition to addressing 
partner inquiries. Furthermore, the program required a creative marketing 
campaign that aligned with sales goals to build awareness and drive engagement.

For assistance with this monumental undertaking, the technology distributor 
turned to Elevation Marketing, a B2B marketing agency with a proven track 
record of delivering successful partner incentive programs. Having provided 
a full suite of traditional and digital marketing services to the partnership 
previously, Elevation Marketing was naturally the preferred agency of choice.

Avnet wanted to reward partner investment with a national campaign 
that would engage the competitive spirit among reseller partners, drive 
revenue and culminate with top performers winning the experience of a 
lifetime. The Avnet Riverbed team sought a high-touch program that would 
provide an opportunity to meet face-to-face with value-added resellers, 
stay top of mind and differentiate the business from the competition.



MOTIVATION 
To inspire and reinforce  
high sales performance

PROPORTIONALITY 
To incentivize matching the  
time and effort demanded  
of channel partners 

DESIRABILITY  
To ensure success is relevant to 
varying user personas’ interests

SIMPLICITY  
To ensure targets and rewards 
are clear and easy to understand 

CONSISTENCY 
To build loyalty through  
program continuity

TRACKABLE 
To keep score of partner success

MILEPOSTS 
To validate the work of channel 
partners—tout the fact they are 
achieving tangible results for a 
specific vendor

PROMINENT 
To enhance enterprise-wide 
visibility and face-to-face 
interaction
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TOP OBJECTIVES FOR 
AVNET RIVERBED 
CHANNEL SALES 

INCENTIVE PROGRAM

THE Designing a Unique, Interactive 
Way to Measure Results and 
Keep Resellers Engaged
Elevation Marketing needed to motivate Avnet resellers to sell Riverbed 
products and close new accounts over the course of three quarters. To 
keep resellers involved and selling over the nine-month sales timeframe, 
Elevation Marketing needed to offer the chance to attend a weekend VIP 
event experience that was out of the ordinary, one that could be on a 
reseller’s bucket list. To track progress and generate continued interest over 
the long sales period, Elevation Marketing needed to design a unique, 
interactive way to measure results and keep resellers engaged.

CHALLENGE 



We coined the turnkey event title, “The Race Is On,” which 
involved a trip to the Kentucky Derby for 10 Avnet Riverbed 
executives and five partner resellers and their guests.

Elevation Marketing separated the partners 
by category, issuing awards for:

• Highest revenue (separated into small, 
medium and enterprise tiers) 

• Highest closed net new accounts

• Highest sales of Granite data storage 
solutions, a featured Riverbed product

The contest was promoted with email communications,  
an overview sheet, internal launch communications,  
a promotional launch kit, a microsite to keep resellers 
apprised of their progress and an administrative tool 
for partners to view progress. All campaign activities 
centered on the destination prize package.

The Kentucky Derby and surrounding horse race theme 
lent itself well to a sales contest, giving Elevation Marketing 
an excellent foundation to build upon. We designed 
and constructed a new, user-friendly microsite with 
a real-time leaderboard modeled after a horse-racing 
track for monitoring challenge progress. The surrounding, 
multi-phase, targeted, marketing campaign included a 
Derby-themed email drip campaign that produced 
high open rates. 

In addition to creating all marketing collateral, email 
marketing and program execution for the event, 
Elevation Marketing managed ticketing, hospitality, 
accommodations, transportation and a welcome dinner. 

The campaign presented a range of media and developed 
a collaborative approach to partner communications, 
marketing and readiness.

STRATEGY

Aligning Sales 
and Marketing 
Through Incentive 
Gamification
Elevation Marketing selected a gamification 
sales and marketing approach built on 
the art and science of incentive travel to 
generate excitement and competition 
amongst VARs. Travel incentives—based 
on data collected from Aberdeen Research—
motivate salespeople more than other types 
of incentive programs. The company reports, 

“Organizations that provide non-cash 
rewards, such as incentive travel have three 
times higher revenue increases than those 
that don’t.” Travel incentives provide unique 
benefits, lifetime experiences and relaxation.

The proposed approach included four 
bucket-list event options based on 
personality and habits of target personas. 
The non-cash reward options included 
attending the Indianapolis 500, Final Four 
NCAA Basketball Championship, PGA 
Masters Tournament or the Kentucky 
Derby. Avnet Riverbed elected to move 
forward with the Kentucky Derby option.

“Organizations that provide non-cash rewards such as incentive 

travel have THREE TIMES HIGHER REVENUE 

INCREASES than those that don’t.”

– Aberdeen Research



DELIVERABLES

• Ideation/Branding/Logo Design

• Tailored Sales Incentive Concepting

• Partner Invitations 

• Program Launch Kit 

• Promotional Flyers 

• Direct Mailers  

• Microsite and Partner Landing Page  

• Partner Email Design and Delivery 

•  Event, Venue and Catering Management

Direct Mailer

TOTAL ROI WAS

78-1
BASED ON COST   

TO PRODUCE AND  
REVENUE EARNED TIED 

 TO CAMPAIGN



Infographic

CLOSED

60
NET NEW 

OPPORTUNITIES

THE

G o  t o  w w w . av n e t r i v e r b e d . c o m / r a c e - i s - o n   t o  l e a r n  h o w  t o  j o c k e y  f o r  p o s i t i o n .

With competition this good, it’s a guarantee this race is going to come down to the wire.

Saddle upfor SalesSuccess& Let theRACES BEGIN

B e fi rst ac ro ss th e fi n i s h li n e!
True champions always rise to the occasion. � at’s 

why you’ve been chosen to compete against the best 

of the best in � e Race is On, Avnet’s new partner 

incentive program that rewards thoroughbreds like 

you with more than money. If you’re one of � ve Grand 

Prize Winners, you and a guest will bask in VIP glory 

at beautiful Churchill Downs for the 140th Run For 

� e Roses*. With mint Julep in hand, you can be part 

of the majesty and exhilaration that de� nes the most 

exciting two minutes in sports.

©2013 Avnet Technology Solutions. All rights Reserved. All company logos and products names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered trademarks 

of their respective companies. *Go to www.avnetriverbed.com/race-is-on and download the Offi cial Rules and Conditions for complete contest details.

Microsite



earlier, for a net new revenue gain of $3.3 million in  
the first quarter of the campaign.

Not only did the team generate increased revenues during 
the first program year, members enjoyed making deeper 
connections with each other and the winning resellers.

Statistically, Avnet Riverbed: 

• Saw a total ROI of 78-1 based on cost to produce  
and revenue earned tied to campaign  

• Closed 60 net new opportunities 

•  Averaged YOY growth of 360 percent among  
participating partners

The Race is On was so successful that Avnet Riverbed 
hired Elevation Marketing to repeat the program 
again the following year.

The Avnet Riverbed team continues to run the 
program annually, which is the ultimate sign  
of a hugely successful partner program.

BUSINESS WINS 

A Net New 
Revenue Gain  
of $3.3 Million  
in the First Quarter  
of the Campaign
Through Elevation Marketing’s creative 
guidance, event execution and supporting 
marketing campaign, Avnet Riverbed 
staged a remarkable, revenue-boosting 
partner incentive program. The partner 
program was successful right out of 
the gate with an immediate 10 percent 
increase in sales in the third quarter from 
the previous quarter, and a 40 percent 
increase in quarterly sales from the year 

“ Properly designed and executed incentive travel programs can

INCREASE SALE PRODUCTIVITY BY 18%  

AND PRODUCE AN ROI OF 112%."

– Incentive Research Foundation

AVERAGE  
GROWTH YOY

360%
AMONG PARTICIPATING 

PARTNERS 



Scott Miraglia, President 
Sales@ElevationB2B.com 
275 East Rivulon Blvd., Suite 411 
Gilbert, Arizona 85297 

480.775.8880
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Elevation Marketing is a full-service B2B marketing agency, 
providing exceptional client experiences that result in more 
business wins. We go beyond tactics to inspire experiences 
that build brand believers. From a holistic perspective, we 
focus on all aspects of operations and strategy to ensure 
alignment between marketing and sales.

We have a strong command of inbound marketing, and 
know how to effectively manage, deliver and retain buyers. 
We offer full-cycle web development services for the 
enterprise. We build bridges of communication, streamlining 
the dissemination of information to targeted entities.

Whether its partner portals, online stores, web apps or 
microsites, our custom digital solutions help you govern 
personal data through its entire lifecycle for superior lead 
generation and nurturing.

If you have a B2B product or service that solves real-world 
problems, then you’ve done your job. We’ll do ours by 
connecting you to the B2B decision makers that will  
benefit from what you have to offer.

Top 20 
Interactive Marketing Firm

ABOUT ELEVATION


